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INTRODUCTION
The cancellation problem has been studied in a wide variety of cate-
gories: Does A [ B , A [ C imply B , C? The nth root problem also
arises in various contexts: Does An , B n imply A , B? Here n is a
positive integer and An denotes the direct sum of n copies of A. More
recent is the interest in the separati¤e cancellation problem: Does A [ A
, A [ B , B [ B imply A , B? Note that the separative cancellation
problem generalizes both of the previous problems. A more restrictive
Žversion is the strongly separati¤e cancellation problem called self-cancella-
w x. w xtion in A : Does A [ A , A [ B imply A , B? D. Arnold A showed
that if A is a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, then A has strong
separative cancellation provided that the quasi-endomorphism ring of A
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factored by its Jacobson radical does not have a totally definite quaternion
algebra as a direct factor. This surprising and mysterious theorem derives
w x Ž wfrom a deep number-theoretic result due to Eichler E see also R,
x.Theorem 34.8 . It provides narrow guidelines on where to look among
torsion-free groups for the failure of self-cancellation.
w xIn AGOP it was shown that separative cancellation can be profitably
considered in a monoid setting. That paper also established a connection
Žwith multiple isomorphism. We call A multiple isomorphic or multi-iso-
. n nmorphic to B if A , B for every integer n G 2. The multiple-isomor-
phism question asks if this condition is equivalent to isomorphism.
The category of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank, where decom-
position pathology is well known, is a natural place to look for examples
where separative cancellation fails. We will show that examples in this
category are plentiful. First we show in Section 2 that the strong separative
cancellation, separative cancellation, and multiple-isomorphism problems
Žare equivalent for torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank Proposition
. w x w x2 . Then we indicate how results of Vigneras V and Guralnick G affirm
the existence of numerous examples of the failure of strong separative
Ž .cancellation equivalently, of separative cancellation in the category of
torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank. To our knowledge, the only such
example previously documented by abelian group theorists is a single one
w xdue to Swan S . The results of Vigneras and Guralnick are existence
theorems that require an intricate knowledge of number theory.
In Section 3 we fit multiple isomorphism into the hierarchy of variations
of isomorphism for torsion-free groups, in the process shedding light on
w xProblem 71 of Fuchs F . Multiple isomorphism has not heretofore been
examined in the category of torsion-free abelian groups, even though it is
closely related to self-cancellation, which was studied by Warfield and
Arnold nearly 20 years ago. Indeed, the fact that the condition A [ A , A
[ B defines an equivalence relation A ; B in the category is not at all
obvious until one establishes that the condition is the same as saying A
Ž .and B are multiple isomorphic Proposition 2 . We note some possible
uses of this new equivalence, including an application to a generalization
of Grothendieck groups.
In Section 4, we produce a concrete construction from first principles
Ž .that provides a family of examples of pairs G, H of strongly indecompos-
able torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank, such that G [ G , G [ H
, H [ H, but G and H are not isomorphic. Our family contains groups of
arbitrarily large finite rank, subject to a number-theoretic conjecture on
odd primes that has been verified by computer for most primes below
1000, as described in the Appendix of Calculations.
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PRELIMINARIES
We begin with some simple but crucial cancellation facts.
LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with unity and let G, X, Y be right R-modules
Ž .such that 2 is in the stable range of End G . ThenR
Ž .a If G [ X , G [ Y and X has a summand isomorphic to G [ G,
then X , Y.
Ž .b G [ G [ G [ G , G [ G [ Y implies G [ G , Y.
w x ŽProof. By Wf, Theorem 1.6 , G has the 2-substitution property see
w x . Ž .Wf, p. 458 for the definition . Part a is then a direct application of
w x Ž .Theorem 1.2 of Wf . Part b follows from two successive applications of
Ž .part a . First, G [ G [ G , G [ Y, then G [ G , Y.
Our next proposition connects the concepts of multiple isomorphism
and separative and strong separative cancellation.
PROPOSITION 2. Let G, H be right R-modules with 2 in the stable range of
Ž .End G . Then the following are equi¤alent:R
Ž .a G is multiple isomorphic to H.
Ž .b G [ G , G [ H , H [ H.
Ž .c G [ G , G [ H.
In particular, Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 apply when G and H are
w xtorsion-free abelian groups of finite rank Wf .
Ž . Ž . 2 ŽProof. a implies b . If G is multiple isomorphic to H, then G [ G
. 3 3 2 2 2 Ž[G , G [ G , G [ H , G [ H [ H , G [ G [ H , G [ G
. Ž .[H . By Lemma 1 b and then symmetry, G [ G , G [ H , H [ H.
Ž . Ž .Clearly, b implies c .
Ž . Ž . 4 2 2c implies a . First, G [ G , G [ H implies G , G [ H , so that
2 2 Ž .G , H by Lemma 1 b . Next, if G [ G , G [ H , H [ H, and n ) 1,
then Gn , Gny2 [ H [ H. Now successively replace G [ H terms with
H [ H to get Gn , H n.
The assertion following Proposition 2 is a consequence of the fact that
Ž . wfor G torsion-free of finite rank, 2 is in the stable range of End G by Wf,
xTheorem 5.6 .
ŽIn general the properties in Proposition 2 are not equivalent see
w x. Ž . Ž .AGOP . In light of the equivalence of b and c in Proposition 2, an
w xexample by Swan in S provides rank-16 torsion-free abelian groups G, H
w xthat fail separative cancellation, as noted in the remark on p. 475 of Wf .
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w x w xThe work in V and G provides examples of rank 4d for any positive
integer d. Specifically, Vigneras proves the following.
w xTHEOREM V, Theorem 4 . If A is a totally definite quaternion algebra,
then there are only finitely many Z-orders R in A with the property that if I is
any right ideal of R, then I [ R , R [ R implies I , R.
Recall that an algebra A is a totally definite quaternion algebra if A is a
four-dimensional algebra A s F ? 1 [ Fi [ Fj [ Fk over a subfield F of
the reals such that every embedding of F into the complex numbers
actually embeds F in the reals, and multiplication is given by i2 s j2 s y1;
Ž .ij s yji s k. For example, take the rational quaternions F s Q . Since
there are infinitely many nonisomorphic orders in a totally definite quater-
w xnion algebra R , by Vigneras's Theorem there are infinitely many orders
R that contain a non-free ideal I such that I [ R , R [ R. To translate
Ž .back into the abelian group setting is routine, by writing R s End G for
w xsome torsion-free abelian group of the same rank as R Z , then using the
Ž w x.well-known hom-tensor duality see A, Corollary 9.6 . As noted above,
Vigneras's theorem is an existence result and is based on intricate
number-theoretic arguments. Concrete examples can be derived from a
w xconstruction by Lam in L , a construction which has the potential to be
applied in a variety of settings. In Section 4 we generalize Lam's methods
to provide a large family of explicit examples of the failure of separative
cancellation for torsion-free abelian groups. We conjecture that the family
contains groups of arbitrarily large finite rank but have been unable to
verify a number-theoretic property needed to confirm this result.
GENERALIZATIONS OF ISOMORPHISM AND K0
One consequence of our work is that multiple isomorphism provides a
new classification tool in the study of torsion-free abelian groups of finite
rank, where weaker notions of isomorphism have played a central role.
Ž .The different types of isomorphism, in strictly descending order, are
isomorphism
« multiple isomorphism
« stable isomorphism
« near-isomorphism
« quasi-isomorphism
Ž .Recall that torsion-free abelian groups A and B of finite rank are
near-isomorphic if for each prime p there is a homomorphism A “ B that
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induces an isomorphism A “ B on the localizations of A and B at eachp p
w xprime p. This notion was originally defined by Lady La . Warfield used
instead the term genus, which was standard in other areas, and showed
Ž .that A and B are in the same genus nearly isomorphic if and only if
n n w xA , B for some positive integer n Wf, Theorem 5.9 . We call A and B
Žw x .stably isomorphic F uses ``equivalent'' if A [ C , B [ C for some
torsion-free C of finite rank. The groups A and B are quasi-isomorphic if
A is isomorphic to a subgroup of finite index in B. An easy argument
shows that multiple isomorphism implies stable isomorphism. On the other
hand, stable isomorphism implies near-isomorphism by a result of Good-
Ž w x.earl see Go, Theorem 5.1 . It is well known that quasi-isomorphism is
w xweaker than near-isomorphism. The work of Lady La shows that near-
Ž wisomorphism is weaker than stable isomorphism see also AL, Example
x w x Ž .5.1 . Reference A contains examples e.g., Example 2.10 of locally
completely decomposable groups that are stably isomorphic, but not multi-
w xple isomorphic; the latter is a consequence of Corollary 8.19 in A . Finally,
the examples of this paper show that multiple isomorphism is weaker than
w xisomorphism. Problem 71 of F asks for a characterization of stable
isomorphism of torsion-free abelian groups. The results of this paper show
that stable isomorphism is bounded above by multiple isomorphism, while
previous work provides a lower bound of near-isomorphism.
Quasi-isomorphism has been used effectively in the classification of
Butler groups, torsion-free homomorphic images of finite direct sums of
subgroups of the additive rationals Q. More recently, near-isomorphism
has been shown to be the right notion for studying almost completely
decomposable groups, those groups quasi-isomorphic to a finite direct sum
of subgroups of Q. We surmise that multiple isomorphism may turn out to
be the right tool for studying other classes of torsion-free abelian groups,
classes that our work below will point to.
We close this section with a discussion of multiple-isomorphism and K .0
ŽRecall that one obtains K of the category of torsion-free abelian groups0
.of finite rank by starting with the monoid V of isomorphism classes of
Ž .torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank under [ and factoring by the
relation of stable isomorphism. Then one obtains a cancellative abelian
w x w x w xmonoid by defining A q B s A [ B , and an abelian group K by0
Ž .adjoining differences. What happens if we factor by the much finer
relation of multiple isomorphism instead of stable isomorphism? In this
Ž .case, the resulting monoid M, q of multiple isomorphism classes turns
out to be separati¤e: a q a s a q b s b q b implies a s b; or equiva-
w x w xlently, na s nb for all n ) 1 implies a s b. See CP or AGOP for a
Ž .more complete discussion in a semigroup setting of separativity and the
w xrelated notions we introduce next. Two multiple-isomorphism classes A
w xand B lie in the same archimedean component if and only if A is
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Ž .B-projective a summand of a finite direct sum of copies of B and B is
Ž .A-projective. We denote by Arch A the archimedean component of the
w xclass A . The archimedean components of M partition M into cancella-
w xti¤e abelian semigroups CP .
The preceding definitions and facts are well known to semigroup theo-
rists. For the convenience of other readers, we summarize and augment
our remarks with a theorem, whose proof is tailored to our present needs.
THEOREM 3. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank. Then
Ž . Ž . w x w xa Arch A is a cancellati¤e abelian semigroup under B q C s
w xB [ C .
Ž . Ž . w x w xb The abelian group G A of differences B y C of multiple-iso-
Ž . w x w xmorphism classes in Arch A has torsion subgroup T s A y B : A and
4B are near-isomorphic .
Ž . Ž .c The group G A is finitely generated.
Moreo¤er, multiple isomorphism is the smallest congruence on the monoid
V of isomorphism classes for which the factor monoid is separati¤e.
Ž . w x w x w x w x Ž .Proof. a Suppose X q C s Y q C in Arch A . Then X [ C is
Ž . Ž .multiple isomorphic to Y [ C. Thus, by the equivalence of a and c in
2 2 2 w x Ž .Proposition 2, X [ C , X [ Y [ C . Since X g Arch A , then
Ž . Ž . 2 2 mArch A s Arch X . Therefore C is X-projective, so that C [ D , X
for some D and m. Thus, X 2 [ X m , X [ Y [ X m. By applying Lemma
1 m times, we can cancel X m to get X 2 , X [ Y, so that X and Y are
w x w xmultiple isomorphic by Proposition 2. In other words, X s Y .
Ž . w x w x 4b Plainly A y B : A is nearly isomorphic to B is a subset of T.
w x w xFor the reverse inclusion, let C y D g T. Then for some n ) 0, we
Žw x w x. n nhave n C y D s 0. That is, C is multiple isomorphic to D , whence
C is near-isomorphic to D. Since C is A-projective, C [ X , Ak for some
Ž .X and k. By adding A to X if necessary, we can assume X g Arch A .
w x w x w x w x w k x w x kThus, C y D s C [ X y D [ X s A y D [ X in G and A
Ž . w xis nearly isomorphic to D [ X. It follows from Corollary 12.9 d of A that
ky1 w x w xD [ X , A [ B, where B is nearly isomorphic to A. Hence, C y D
w k x w ky1 x w x w xs A y A [ B s A y B with A nearly isomorphic to B. This
w x w x 4completes the proof that T s A y B : A and B are near-isomorphic .
Ž . Ž .c To see that G s G A is finitely generated, first note that T is
finite, since A nearly isomorphic to B implies B is a summand of A [ A
Ž . w x Ž 2 2 .by Corollary 12.9 d of A with A nearly isomorphic to B ; and there
Ž ware only finitely many such summands by Lady's result see A, Theorem
x. Ž . w x w x11.11 . Consider the map u : G “ K A induced by B “ B . Here0 si
Ž . Ž wK A is the subgroup of K generated by the A-projective groups see A,0 0
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. w xSection 13 ; and denotes the equivalence class under stable isomor-si
w x w x Ž .4phism. Since G s B y C : B, C g Arch A , the kernel of u is ker u s
w x w x w x w x 4 w x w xB y C : B s C . But B s C implies B nearly isomorphicsi s i s i s i
Žw x. Žw x w x.to C A, Corollary 7.17 . Thus, n B y C s 0 for some n ) 0. In
w x w x w x w x 4particular, ker u : T s B y C : B s C . Since T is finite, ker uni ni
Ž . Žwis finite. Moreover, Grker u is finitely generated because K A is A,0
x.Corollary 13.10 . Hence G is finitely generated.
To show the final assertion of the theorem, let s denote the smallest
congruence for which the factor monoid Vrs becomes separative. If
w x w x n n w n x w n xA s B , then A , B for all n ) 1. It follows that A s B , sos s
w xn w xn w x w xthat A s B for all n ) 1. Thus, A s B by separativity and ss s s s
Ž .contains multiple isomorphism. Conversely, the argument in a shows that
multiple isomorphism contains s . This is because the factor monoid of V
modulo multiple isomorphism is separative precisely when its archimedean
Ž w x.components are cancellative see HZ, Corollary 4.15.1 .
Ž .The groups G A , T , and ker u from the theorem seem to provide
important information about the group A. In particular we can use
w x w x 4T s A y B : A and B are near-isomorphic and
w x w x 4ker u s A y B : A and B are stably isomorphic
to measure the relative coarseness of the relations multiple isomorphism,
stable isomorphism, and near-isomorphism. Specifically, we have the fol-
lowing invariants for A;
< <w xnear : stable s Trker u
< <w xstable : multi s ker u
< <w xnear : multi s T .
w xFor example, if stable : multi s 3, then there are precisely three multi-
ple-isomorphism classes of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank that
Ž . Ž .are stably isomorphic to A. The finite rank of the free group G A rT
Ž .also is an invariant. It gives the number of generators of G A up to
near-isomorphism. We surmise that the collection of these invariants
provides enough useful information about a group A to warrant further
study. We close this section with a specific example to support this
assertion.
EXAMPLE. Define torsion-free abelian groups of rank two as follows:
w x w xG s Z 1r11 [ Z 1r310
1G s G q Z 1, i , 1 F i F 4.Ž .i 0 5
ŽEach G is an almost completely decomposable group contains a di-i
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.rect sum of rank-one groups as a subgroup of finite index . For almost
completely decomposable groups, isomorphism is the same as multiple
Žw x.isomorphism A, Corollary 8.19 , and stable equivalence is the same as
Žw x.near-isomorphism A, Exercise 12.1 . If we let A s G , then the only1
possible groups nearly isomorphic to A are the four groups G . It is easy toi
Ž . Ž .show that G , G and G , G under the map a, b “ a, yb . Stan-1 4  2 3
dard arguments, using the fact that 11 and 31 are congruent to 1 modulo 5,
show that G and G are not isomorphic. Then one needs an application1 2
of the decomposition theorem for Butler groups with critical typeset of size
Ž w x. Ž .two see, for example, Le to see that Arch A contains precisely the
w x w xclasses G and G and their direct sums. Also G [ G , G [ G by1  2  1 1 2 2
Ž . < <a straightforward calculation. It follows easily that rank GrT s 1; ker u
< <s 2; and Trker u s 1.
A FAMILY OF EXAMPLES
For certain odd primes p, we produce strongly indecomposable groups
Ž .G, H of rank 2 p y 1 such that G [ G , G [ H , H [ H but G is not
isomorphic to H. As noted above, our construction derives from an
w xexample given by T. Y. Lam in L . Arnold's theorem, mentioned at the
beginning, indicates that we should look for examples among groups whose
quasi-endomorphism ring is a totally definite quaternion algebra. An
algebra A is a totally definite quaternion algebra if A is a four-dimensional
algebra A s F ? 1 [ Fi [ Fj [ Fk over a subfield F of the reals such that
every embedding of F into the complex numbers actually embeds F into
the reals, and multiplication is given by i2 s j2 s y1; ij s yji s k. For
Ž .an example, take the rational quaternions G s Q .
Fix an odd prime p and let z be a primitive pth root of unity. Set
w y1 x wR s Z z q z , the ring of integers in the maximal real subfield Q z q
y1 x w x Ž w x.z of Q z see Wn, Proposition 2.16 . In particular, R is a Dedekind
domain and every embedding of QR into the complex field is an embed-
ding into the reals. Let q be a prime element of R of the form q s a2 q 4c2
for some a, c g R with c relatively prime to 2. We show next how to
construct infinitely many such q.
LEMMA 4. There are infinitely many integer primes of the form q s a2 q
2 Ž .4c with a, c integers, c odd that remain prime in R.
Ž .UProof. Choose a positive integer k that generates ZrpZ , the multi-
plicative group of ZrpZ. Since p and 8 are relatively prime, p additively
generates the integers mod 8, so there is an integer r such that k q pr ’
Ž .  Ž .U5 mod 8 . Since k q pr also generates ZrpZ , we can assume k ’
Ž .5 mod 8 . By Dirichlet's theorem for primes in arithmetic progressions,
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there are infinitely many primes q of the form q s k q 8 pm. For each
Ž .such prime, q ’ k ’ 1 mod 4 , so by Fermat's ``sum of two squares''
theorem, q s x 2 q y2 for some integers x, y with y even, say y s 2c.
2Ž .Furthermore, c must be odd, otherwise q ’ 5 ’ x mod 8 , a contradic-
w x w xtion. By Wn, Theorem 2.13 , q is prime in Z z , whence it is prime in R,
Ž .U Ž Ž ..because q generates ZrpZ by construction q ’ k mod p .
With q as in Lemma 4, define a quaternion algebra over R by A s R ? 1
2 2 wq 4Ri q Rj q rk, where i s y1, j s y4, ij s yji s k. By P, Corollary
x1.7 , Q A is isomorphic to the usual quaternions over QR. Denote
a s a q cj g A
b s 2 a q 4ci g A.
These elements have quaternion norms:
N a s aaU s a2 q 4c2 s q aU denotes the conjugate a y cjŽ . Ž .
N b s 4a2 q 16c2 s 4q.Ž .
We use a and b to produce right ideals P s a A and Q s b A q qA of
A that will be multiple isomorphic but not isomorphic. Note that aaU s q
g P, so that both P and Q contain the two-sided ideal qA.
LEMMA 5. The ring ArqA is a 2 = 2 matrix ring o¤er the field RrqR, and
PrqA, QrqA are minimal right ideals in ArqA. In particular, PrqA , QrqA.
w xProof. Using the notation of P , A s ArqA is just the quaternion
y1, 4Ž .algebra over the field F s RrqR. Since char F / 0, 2, ArqA ,F
Ž . w xM F , the 2 = 2 matrix algebra, by P, Proposition 1.6 . Note that a , b2
2 Ž . Ž .have nonzero images a , b in ArqA, since q does not divide N a , N b .
Ž . Ž .In addition, a , b are not units since N a , N b are divisible by q. Thus,
Ž .P s a A and Q s b A are isomorphic minimal right ideals in M F .2
Ž .For the rest of this note, p is an odd prime and n s p y 1 r2. The
proof of the next lemma involves only straightforward calculations and is
therefore omitted.
LEMMA 6. The elements
t s z q zy1 , t s z 2 q zy2 , . . . , t s z n q zyn1 2 n
and the elements
h s 1, h s 1 q t , h s 1 q t q t , . . . ,0 1 1 2 1 2
h s 1 q t q t q ??? qtny1 1 2 ny1
each form a basis for R o¤er Z. The multiplication rules are gi¤en by
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For i ) j
if i q j F n t t s t q ti j iyj iqj
if i q j ) n t t s t q t .i j iyj pyŽ iqj.
For i s j
if 2 i F n t 2 s 2 q ti 2 i
if 2 i ) n t 2 s 2 q t .i py2 i
For i ) j
if i q j - n h h s h q h q ??? qhi j iyj iyjq1 iqj
if i q j G n h h s h q h q ??? qh .i j iyj iyjq1 pyŽ iqj.y2
For i s j
if 2 i - n h 2 s h q h q ??? qhi 0 1 2 i
if 2 i G n h 2 s h q h q ??? qh .i 0 1 py2 iy2
Moreo¤er, 1 q t q ??? qt s 0.1 n
U w y1 xDenote by R the unit group of R s Z z q z . The subgroup C of
Ž .  4cyclotomic units is generated by the set S p s y1, h , h , . . . , h and1 2 ny1
U Ž Žhas finite index in R . In fact this index is the class number of R see
w x. .Wn, Theorem 8.1 . We say that p is non-normati¤e if no product of
Ž .distinct elements from S p is the sum of four squares from R. We
conjecture that all odd primes are non-normative. This conjecture is
supported by computer calculations which we present in the Appendix.
ŽIn the sequel we use an extension of the quaternion algebra A con-
.tained in Q A :
B s R ? 1 q 2 Ri q Rj q Rk.
Ž .LEMMA 7. Suppose p is non-normati¤e and u g B has norm N u s 4u
for some unit u in R. Then u is a square in R.
Proof. We first show that u is a sum of four squares in R. Write
Žu s a q 2bi q cj q dk g B abandoning for the moment the notation of
. Ž . 2 2 2 2 2Lemma 4 . Then N u s 4u s a q 4b q 4c q 4d , so that 4 divides a
in R. Since R is Dedekind, a s 2 r for some r g R. Then u s r 2 q b2 q
c2 q d2 as desired.
To show that u is square, we will use the ordinary quaternions H over
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QR. Write u X s r q bi q cj q dk g H so that u X has ordinary quaternion
Ž X. 2 2 2 2norm N u s r q b q c q d s u.o
l ŽLet l be the least positive integer such that u g C the cyclotomic
.units .
Case 1. l odd, l s 2m q 1. If ul is a square in R, then u is already a
2 mq1 2 Ž ym .2 lsquare: u s w implies u s wu . So we can assume u is not a
Ž .square. Then there is a product w of distinct generators from S p such
l y1 2 Ž m y1 X. 2 m y2 Ž X.that u w s ¤ for some ¤ g C. This gives N u ¤ u s u ¤ N uo o
s u2 m¤y2 u s ul¤y2 s w, contradicting that p is non-normative since any
norm is a sum of four squares. Thus, ul is a square so that u is a square.
Case 2. l even, l s 2m. We show this case does not arise. If ul is not a
square in C, then ul wy2 s ¤ 2 for some w, ¤ as in Case 1. Then w s
Ž y1 m.2¤ u is a square, again contradicting that p is non-normative. Thus
2 m 2 Ž m y1.2we may assume u s ¤ for some ¤ g C. Then u ¤ s 1, so that
um¤y1 s "1 and um g C, contradicting the minimality of l.
Ž .LEMMA 8. If p is non-normati¤e and h g B has N h s 1, then h s "1.
Proof. A routine calculation using Lemma 6 shows that a square in R
Ž .2has the form b t q b t q ??? qb t s a t q a t q ??? qa t , where1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 2 2 n n
2 Ž .2 Ža , b are integers and a s yb y b y b y ??? y b yi i i p Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž2. p Žny1.
.2  4b for some permutation p s p of 1, 2, . . . , n . In particular, if somep Žn. i
a s 0, then b s b s ??? s b s 0. For h s u q 2¤i q wj q xk g B, wei 1 2 n
Ž . 2 2 2 2 Ž .have N h s u q 4¤ q 4w q 4 x . Since N h s 1 s yt y t y ???1 2
yt , the form for squares in R implies ¤ s w s x s 0 and u s "1.n
LEMMA 9. For non-normati¤e p, the right-ideal Q s b A q qA is not
principal. In particular, P s a A and Q are not isomorphic R-modules.
Proof. Suppose Q s g A for some g g A. Write b s gd and q s ge
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for some d , e g A. Then N g N d s N b s 4q and N g N e s N q
2 Ž .s q . By Lemma 5, Q / A, so g is not a unit of A and therefore N g is
Ž . 2not a unit of R. By primeness of q, N g is an associative of q or q . But
Ž .from the construction of q, 4 and q are relatively prime, so N g s uq for
Ž . y1 2some unit u g R. Hence N d s 4u . By Lemma 7, u s ¤ for some
y1 Ž y1 .¤ g R. Now ¤ g is a generator for Q with N ¤ g s q, so without loss
Ž .of generality we can assume N g s q.
Ž . Ž .Ž .USince q s N b r4 s br2 br2 and br2 g B, we have QB s
Ž . Ž . y1br2 B. Therefore g s br2 h for some h g B. Necessarily, h s 2d s
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d r2. Now q s N g s N br2 N h s qN h , so N h s 1 and h s "1
Ž .by Lemma 8. Hence g s "br2 s " a q 2ci . But g g A implies 4
divides 2c, so that 2 divides c, contrary to our initial choice of c. Hence Q
is not principal, while P is.
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For the convenience of the reader, we state a special case of the elegant
w xresult from L that is crucial to our arguments.
w xLAM'S THEOREM L, Corollary 4.4 . Let M be an ideal in the ring A such
that the quotient ring ArM is semisimple, and let P, Q be right ideals of A
containing M. If PrM , QrM as right ArM-modules, then P and Q are
multiple isomorphic A-modules.
THEOREM 10. For non-normati¤e p, the right ideals P and Q of A are
multiple isomorphic but not isomorphic.
Proof. The ideals P and Q both contain the two-sided ideal qA and
have isomorphic images in the 2 = 2 matrix algebra ArqA. By Lemma 5
and Lam's Theorem P and Q are multiple isomorphic, and by Lemma 9
they are not isomorphic.
COROLLARY 11. For non-normati¤e p, P [ P , P [ Q , Q [ Q as pro-
jecti¤e A-modules, but P and Q are not isomorphic.
Ž .Proof. First, End P , A has two in the stable range. One way to seeA
Ž .this is to note that by Corner's Theorem, A s End G for some finiteZ
Žrank torsion-free abelian group G alternatively, we could use the main
w x. w x Žtheorem of Z and then apply Theorem 5.6 from Wf the endomorphism
.ring of any such G has two in the stable range . By Theorem 10, P and Q
are multiple isomorphic. Therefore by Proposition 2, P [ P , P [ Q , Q
[ Q. Finally, P and Q are not isomorphic by Lemma 9.
THEOREM 12. For each non-normati¤e odd prime p there are strongly
indecomposable non-isomorphic torsion-free abelian groups G and H of rank
Ž .2 p y 1 such that G [ G , G [ H , H [ H. Equi¤alently, G and H are
multiple isomorphic but not isomorphic.
Proof. Since the ring A s R ? 1 q 4Ri q Rj q Rk is torsion-free of
Ž . w xrank 4n s 2 p y 1 as an additive abelian group, by Z there is a
Ž . Ž .torsion-free abelian group G of rank 2 p y 1 such that A , End G .
Note that this G is strongly indecomposable since Q A is a division algebra
Ž . Ž0, 1 are the only idempotents . By the well-known hom-tensor duality see
w x.Theorem 5.1 of A , the isomorphism P [ P , P [ Q , Q [ Q trans-
Žlates to an isomorphism PG [ PG , PG [ QG , QG [ QG we regard
.A as acting on the left of G ; and PG, QG are not isomorphic since P, Q
are not isomorphic. The result follows by taking H s QG, since PG , G.
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APPENDIX OF CALCULATIONS
Our results in Section 4 hinge on the fact that the odd prime p is
non-normative. We conjecture that this is always the case and have
Ž .verified the conjecture for many small primes p 139 of them, to be exact .
Our method involves showing that the cyclotomic units in the ring R have
a regular representation as n = n real matrices in which products of
Ž .  Ž .distinct matrices from S p are not positive definite. Of the 167 odd
primes p - 1000, only 28 escaped this net: 29, 113, 163, 197, 239, 277, 311,
337, 349, 373, 397, 421, 463, 491, 547, 607, 659, 683, 701, 709, 751, 827, 853,
883, 937, 941, 953, 967. The remaining 139 are non-normative.
ŽHere is an outline of our procedure. As above, fix p and let n s p y
.1 r2. From the relations in Lemma 6,
h h s h q h q h for 0 - j - n y 11 j jy1 j jq1
h h  s h q h .1 ny1 ny2 ny1
We see that in the regular representation of R relative to the basis
 4  Žh , h , . . . , h , h has the n = n tridiagonal matrix which we also label0 1  ny1 1
.h ,1
0 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
h s ??? ??? ???1
??? ??? ???
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1
blank entries are 0 .Ž .
w y1 xSince E s Q z q z is a real normal extension of Q, the minimal
polynomial over Q of each element of E splits into distinct real linear
Ž .factors. Hence in the regular or any matrix representation of E, the
matrix for h is diagonalizable over the reals. Moreover, the recursive1
formula
h s h y 1 h y h for 0 - j - nŽ .jq1 1 j jy1
Ž .shows that each h is a polynomial f h in h and thus guarantees thatj j 1 1
the matrices for h , h , . . . , h are simultaneously diagonalizable over0 1  ny1
the reals. To show p is non-normative, it is enough to show that the matrix
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of any product of distinct cyclotomic units h has some negative eigenvaluej
Ž .equivalently, if it is not positive definite , because if such a product were a
Ž .sum of squares in R a subring of the reals , clearly all the eigenvalues of
Ž .the corresponding non-singular matrix would be positive. Matlab can be
used to check whether p passes this ``positive definite test'' for a given
small p. The steps are as follows:
Ž .1 Compute the eigenvalues of h , l F l F ??? F l .1 1 2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x2 Form the n y 1 = n y 1 ``sign matrix'' S s s by lettingi j
Žthe ij entry be the sign of the eigenvalue of h that corresponds under aj
.simultaneous diagonalization to the ith eigenvalue l of h . Specifically,i 1
Ž . Žs s sign f l . These signs can also be computed without polynomiali j j i
.evaluation.
Ž .  43 For all products of distinct elements from h , . . . , h to have1 ny1
a negative eigenvalue it suffices to show that each subset of columns of S
has odd parity in some row. If we now convert the entries of S to zeroes
and ones by assigning 0 to q and 1 to y, then the desired property is
Žexactly that S is nonsingular as a matrix over the two-element field think
.of independence of columns .
Ž . Ž .4 For p - 50, nonsingularity of S mod 2 can be checked by
computing the integer determinant of S and noting if it is odd. For
example, p s 23 gives the matrix
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
S s ,
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .and Matlab gives det S s 267, which is odd. Hence S is nonsingular
Ž . Žmod 2 and 23 is non-normative. We are grateful to Miki Neumann for
.Matlab assistance in this phase of the research.
For larger primes p we used row reduction over the two-element field
Žto put S in triangular form. We are grateful to John Spain at the
University of Canterbury for writing a Matlab program to accomplish this
.step. His program produces the results quoted above for p - 1000.
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